2017

UPGRADES

HARVEST FASTER

NEW UPGRADES FOR A MORE EFFICIENT HARVEST
The next generation of draper header innovation, the Honey Bee AirFLEX, just got even better.
Field-tested and fine-tuned, these new features and options are designed to make your
harvest faster, more efficient, and more profitable.

Cross Auger

Vertical Sheer System

Increase combine capacity in exceptionally difficult crops. Replacing the
draper shield, a hydraulic cross auger is now optional on the AirFLEX to
assist in material flow from the drapers to the feed auger. The auger is
adjustable to match varying crop conditions in bulky and tangled crops like
peas and mustard.

Speed harvest in downed or tangled crops. Every 2017 header table is
vertical sheer-ready and can be ordered with the proprietary Honey Beebuilt vertical sheer system.

25-foot Header
A header width for every farm and every crop. Honey Bee adds a 25-foot
header width to the existing line-up of 30-, 36-, 40-, 45-, and 50-foot
widths. The 25-foot header carries the same high-performance features of
the larger widths, and speeds harvest in rigid or fully flex mode.

Skid Shoes

Transport Plugs
Transport behind your vehicle of choice. The AirFLEX now comes with
either an RV-style plug for use behind a pickup truck, or an Ag-style plug
for towing behind a semi-truck or combine.

Additional Sensors
Respond to rolling terrain even faster. Two additional height sensors have
been added to the 45- and 50-foot header tables as standard features,
and are optional on all other header sizes.

Shave close to the ground but high enough to avoid damage from rocks or
picking up debris. Skid shoes provide the option of cutting in flex mode at
2 to 4 inches off the ground.
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